


ABOUT TIMBAVATI & KLASERIE
The Timbavati and Klaserie Private Nature Reserves are situated within the Savanna Biome of South Africa. Sharing open borders to
the Kruger National Park, game viewing is exceptional, with an abundance of elephant, buffalo, kudu, zebra, wildebeest, giraffe, impala,
and warthog, together with their attendant predators: lion, leopard,cheetah and hyena.

The larger and more rare antelopes like roan, eland and tsessebe have been sighted but are rare to the area, but the endangered
African wild dog is a regular visitor.

The high abundance of wildlife makes Timbavati and Klaserie a heavily sought after and highly regarded location for photographers and
nature enthusiasts. There’s rarely a moment that can’t be described as action-packed and is the perfect location for those wanting annature enthusiasts. There’s rarely a moment that can’t be described as action-packed and is the perfect location for those wanting an
authentic, ethical and engaging experience with the African wild.



In the mornings and evenings, guests are taken on game drive. The animals are habituated to the vehicle, which means that they are
used to the vehicle approaching them and know that it never causes them harm. This enables you to get within 5 to 10 metres of
the larger predators; even while they're feasting on a recent kill.

The night drives allow guests the opportunity to see the nocturnal animals not encountered during the day. Your chances of seeing
leopard in particular are a lot higher at night and with a bit of luck you might even encounter the predators such as lion and leopard
hunting. During the night drives, your tracker uses a powerful spotlight to search for nocturnal animals.

Each morning begins with a game drive ,followed by breakfastEach morning begins with a game drive ,followed by breakfast
and the option of a bush walk thereafter*

An example of your daily schedule is as follows:

05h00 / 05h30 
Wake up call followed by coffee and rusks at the lodge

05h30 / 06h30
Depart for game drive

09h30 -10h3009h30 -10h30
Breakfast served at the lodge

11h00 – 14h00
Photographic tuition, down time or optional bush walk*

14h30
Lunch is served

15h30 - 16h00
Depart for game driveDepart for game drive

20h00 
Dinner is served at the lodge

*Klaserie offers optional Bush Walks as an additional game viewing activity after breakfast. This is not availble whilst staying in Timbavati 

wildlife safari schedule



Game drives are conducted throughout the year at optimum viewing times when game activity is generally at its peak, i.e. early morning
and late afternoon into evening. The morning safari departs at sunrise, and the evening drive leaves late enough in the afternoon for
guests to enjoy a bush sunset and the opportunity to view nocturnal animals after dark.

Your photographic host will be Samuel Cox, who has been photographing Africa’s wildlife for over a decade and is very familiar with the
offerings of the Greater Kruger region. He will accompany you on every game drive and ensure that you get the best out of every
photographic opportunity, making sure your technical and creative skills are being pushed so that you can return home with a newphotographic opportunity, making sure your technical and creative skills are being pushed so that you can return home with a new
portfolio of fantastic images.

In between game drives he will be available to help with one-on-one photographic tuition; whether it’s camera based, editing or simply
discussing the ethics and artistry of photography. Sam has spent years teaching wildlife photography and conservation, so has a wealth
of knowledge and experience to share.

Your game drives will be conducted by one of the local field guides with plenty of experience and knowledge of the flora and fauna of the
area. They will be the one sharing animal information to help build your knowledge and appreciation of everything you come across.area. They will be the one sharing animal information to help build your knowledge and appreciation of everything you come across.
This, plus Sam’s photographic guidance, means you get the best of both worlds for an unparalleled photographic safari experience in one
of South Africa’s best wildlife viewing areas.

photographic guidance



accommodation - timbavati
The first four nights of this safari take place in Timbavati and our base is an eco-friendly (solar-powered) and unfenced camp. 

It’s a place where one can feel part of the bush. Our hosts are passionate about conservation and strive to make guests feel right at home.
The aim is to provide an enjoyable and fulfilling experience in an exceptional wilderness area.

The lodge includes 3x meals per day, tea and coffee facilities, charging station for electronics, open bar, boma area for dinner under the
stars and an inviting lounge.



accommodation - klaserie
The second four nights of this safari take place in Klaserie and our base is an intimate camp that places a large emphasis on enjoying the
beautiful views and the abundant wildlife. It is a personal safari experience, where we will have the camp exclusively to ourselves, with
friendly staff and warm hospitality. Accommodation is comfortable with a touch of bush luxury.

The accommodation is unique with bedrooms at eye-level with the trees, offering a different perspective from the private balconies.
There is an outdoor lounge and dining area, under thatch, that offers guests beautiful views of the plain and small waterhole in front of
camp, as well as the Drakensberg mountain range in the distance. A traditional boma area with fire place captures the traditional bushcamp, as well as the Drakensberg mountain range in the distance. A traditional boma area with fire place captures the traditional bush
camp safari experience and is where the evenings are spent sharing stories of the bush.

To truly immerse yourself in the rustic bush experience, the main area is lit with lanterns while plug points in the chalets can be used to
charge your camera batteries.There is also wifi available in the lounge and bar area.



DAY ONE:

- Meet and greet by Sam at Hoedspruit’s Eastage Airport.
- Transfer to Timbavati lodge.
- Lunch and afternoon game drive followed by dinner

DAY TWO - FOUR

- Morning and afternoon game drives in Timbavati with
  photographic tuition in between*  photographic tuition in between*

DAY FIVE:
- Morning spent in Timbavati before heading to drop-off point.
- Pickup and transfer to Klaserie lodge.
- Lunch and afternoon game drive followed by dinner

DAY SIX - EIGHT:
- Morning and afternoon game drives in Klaserie with
   photographic tuition in between *   photographic tuition in between *

DAY NINE:
- Morning spent in Klaserie before departing for airport
  late morning.
- Arrive back at Hoedspruit’s Eastgate airport for midday
  (coinciding with guest’s scheduled flights)

* For a more detailed breakdown on the daily schedule,
please refer back to page 3.please refer back to page 3.

itinerary



- All road transfers to and from lodges and Hoedspruit’s
  Eastgate airport.

- Four nights accommodation in Timbavati
  (shared accommodation or single supplement if available)

- Four nights accommodation in Klaserie
  (shared accommodation or single supplement if available)

- All meals, tea and coffee- All meals, tea and coffee

- Twice daily game drives on private group vehicle

- Photographic guidance and tuition throughout

- All reserve and conservation fees

- Flights / travel to Hoedspruit from country
  or province of origin

- All drinks from the bar

- Laundry service- Laundry service

- Travel / health insurance

- Items of a personal nature

- Tips for lodge staff and guide

- Rented or borrowed camera / computer equipment

included

excluded



PHOTOGRAPHY
(recommended)

Mirrorless camera or DSLR
Telephoto or zoom lens
Wide angle lens
Plenty of batteries and memory cards
Laptop with Adobe Lightroom classicLaptop with Adobe Lightroom classic
External hard-drive
Memory card reader (if needed)
All charging cables and power adaptors

OTHER

Comfortable clothing
(Neutral colours are best)
Fleece or warm jacket
Beanie, scarf & gloves
(it can be cold due to
the wind chill factor)the wind chill factor)
Comfortable walking shoes
Sunglasses, Hat & Sunblock
Travel / Health insurance
Insect repellent
Cash (Rand) for tips

what to bring



MALARIA:

Timbavati and Klaserie are in an area that is considered as low risk for Malaria. However, it is recommended that you
do talk to a medical practitioner about anti-malarial medication.

POWER:

Both eco camps run on a limited supply of power.
Timbavati does not have power points in rooms,
but there are points in the main lodge to charge equipment with.but there are points in the main lodge to charge equipment with.
Klaserie offers one power point in each room, as well as points in the lodge.
Please make sure to bring adaptors to fit South African plug socks (see reference photo). 

TRAVEL AND MEDICAL INSURANCE:

We do require all guests to have valid travel insurance during their stay with us, and that we do need to know
certain information before you depart. This is usually just the company name, policy number and emergency
contact number, should an emergency happen.

WORKING WITH WILD ANIMALS:WORKING WITH WILD ANIMALS:

Whilst we’re striving to have an incredible time, our priority is always the health, safety and wellbeing of our
guests. Naturally, we need to remember at all times that we are working with wild animals and must respect
the decisions made by the field guide, lodge management and / or the RAW Photographic lead guide. 

  
INTERNATIONAL FLIGHTS:

Please make sure your travel plans and flights align so that you arrive at Hoedspruit airport in time to be able
to make the meeting point. We aim to leave Hoedspruit airport by 12:00pm, so it might be worth consideringto make the meeting point. We aim to leave Hoedspruit airport by 12:00pm, so it might be worth considering
catching an earlier flight, even the day before and overnighting in Hoedspruit to ensure you’re not pushed for
time or miss the meeting. For departure flights at the end of the trip, please make sure they’re afternoon
flights as we won’t be arriving back at the airport until midday (but delays can happen).

extra information



price and booking

Group size is strictly limited to no more than 5 guests to ensure maximum space and comfort on game drive vehicles. This trip does
require a minimum of 4 guests to run, otherwise may be postponed.

Cost in GBP per person:

£3,000

In order to book your spot on this annual photographic experience, please simply get in touch with us at RAW Photographic via our
website or e-mail listed below and we look forward to chatting with you about this incredible adventure!

Website:
www.raw-photographic.com

E-Mail:
info@raw-photographic.com


